Access to the World Trade Center Grenoble
Address: 5-7 Place Robert Schuman, 38000 Grenoble, France
Tel. +33 (0)4 76 28 29 40
contact@wtc-grenoble.com
https://www.wtc-grenoble.com/
The World Trade Center Grenoble is located on the northwest of Grenoble, just behind the train station
("Gares" in French), in the "Europole" district.

With the tramway
- Coming from the center of Grenoble, please take the tramway line B direction "Oxford" until the stop
"Palais de Justice Gare". When going out of the tramway, walk 30 meters at your right and pass under
the elevated, rounded building in order to reach the World Trade Center Grenoble.

- Alternatively, you can take the tramway lines A and B until the stop "Gares", then use the passage
under the train station to reach the World Trade Center Grenoble.
You can download the tramway and bus map here.

How to come to Grenoble?
With the train or bus
The World Trade Center Grenoble is directly behind the train and bus stations of Grenoble. (Note: the
Grenoble train station is sometimes referred to as "Grenoble (Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes)" on some train
reservation websites).
With a car
- Coming from Geneva (Switzerland), Annecy and Chambéry by the highway A41 / E712:
Exit 27 "Autres directions, Gières, Domaine universitaire" to go to the highway N87 / E712.
Continue 10 km on the highway N87 / E712.
Exit 9 "Grenoble-Centre, Lyon, Valence, Villard de Lans" to reach to the highway A480.
Continue 3.5 km.
Exit 2 "Fontaine-Centre, Grenoble-Gares, Europole".
At the traffic light, go straight (direction "Fontaine, Le Doyen, Lyon, Valence, Gares, Presqu’île") along
the "rue Félix Esclangon". Then, continue straight on at the second and third traffic lights.
Turn right at the fourth traffic light (direction "Place Robert Schuman, Le Doyen, Palais de justice"),
continue for 300 meters, and park your car on the street or enter into one of the two underground parking
lots ("Le Doyen", 400 park places, or "Europole-Gares", 600 places). The World Trade Center Grenoble
is at the end of this street (Avenue du Doyen Louis Weil).
- Coming from Lyon by the highway A48 / A480:
Many exits are frequently close because of works on the roadside.
Take preferably the exit 2 "Fontaine-Centre". Turn right at the stop sign, and cross the bridge.
Just after the bridge, turn left.
At the small roundabout, take the third exit on the rising street.
At the second small roundabout, turn left to cross the bridge (direction "Lyon, Valence, Grenoble").
At the traffic light, go straight (direction "Fontaine, Le Doyen, Lyon, Valence, Gares, Presqu’île") along
the "rue Félix Esclangon". Then, continue straight on at the second and third traffic lights.
Turn right at the fourth traffic light (direction "Place Robert Schuman, Le Doyen, Palais de justice"),
continue for 300 meters, and park your car on the street or enter into one of the two underground parking
lots ("Le Doyen", 400 park places, or "Europole-Gares", 600 places). The World Trade Center Grenoble
is at the end of this street (Avenue du Doyen Louis Weil).

By plane:
- From the airport Lyon-Saint-Exupéry, take a shuttle bus until the Grenoble bus station (which is the
terminus of the bus shuttle). You can book the shuttle bus in advance here. The travel lasts about 1
hour.
Then, reach the train station at 100 meters, and go through the passage under the train station to reach
the World Trade Center Grenoble.
- From the airport Genève Cointrain, take a shuttle bus until the Grenoble bus station. You can book the
shuttle bus in advance here. The travel lasts about 3 hours.
Then, reach the train station at 100 meters, and go through the passage under the train station to reach
the World Trade Center Grenoble.

